Transform thousands of pages of data into usable, actionable intelligence, quickly and efficiently.
Cases have become increasingly complex with the advent of digital media. Today, it’s more likely that your suspect will be in
possession of an advanced cellular device instead of a traditional personal computer. In fact, it’s not uncommon for your
cellular software to download thousands of pages of data from one of these advanced devices.

When multiple cellular devices are seized at once or over a period of time from a criminal organization, or even an individual, you need
a fast and efficient way to transform this data into usable and actionable intelligence. The problem is that the data can often be
overwhelming. With this in mind, HTCI Labs developed D.A.R.T. to allow you to take control of your cases!

Features:
Load Reports: Load reports from multiple
cell phone extraction tools including
Cellebrite, Susteen, XRY,Android, Oxygen
Forensics, AF Logical, HTCI’s ART ripping
tool, etc.
Import Call Detail Records (CDRs): Import
call detail records from the service provider
into DART for mapping AND Analysis.
Analytics: Correlates data from multiple
reports. Watchlist, Shared images,
GeoTagged images, Cross and Common
Communications, SMS
Conversations, Communication Grouping,
and Timelines/Behavior Analysis.
Global Contacts Management: Build a
detailed dossier on every contact. Includes
aliases, photos, locations, organizations and
affiliations, etc. in one easy to use record.
Records can be used for comparison and
analysis on reports and other DART cases.
Organization Chart Builder: Using the
global contacts database, build a dynamic

organization chart. Link contacts, places,
evidence photos all in one easy to use
interface. Within the org chart, add notes
and call-outs, edit organization specific
contact details, and graphics. When the
chart is finished, it can be printed or output
to a detailed PDF report, including details on
all chart items.
Mapping: Using Lat/Long, DMS, address,
azimuth, LAC, Beam Width, and CDRs, plot
tower locations, call details, range radii and
pies, points of interest, locations, etc.Import
GPS data too. Layers can be added, edited,
and arranged, including notes, callouts,
balloons, arrows, paths, images, and custom
icons. Maps can be exported to PDF, XML,
and KML files (for importing into Google
Earth). Mapping can also be used offline!
Bookmarking: Make your case easy to
present by bookmarking and annotating key
sections of the analysis. Can be saved as an
HTML and pdf file for easy presentation.
Manual Case Entry: Sometimes there is not
a piece of forensic software available to rip a

phone or the phone is too damaged to
extract data. Use manual case to create a
report for these phones and add them to your
case for analysis.
Generate Forms: Chain of custody, cell
phone, and evidence forms can be
generated right inside of DART. Information
from your case will already be populated,
saving you hours of time.
Cell Phone Portal: Find what features a
phone has, what software will rip it, and any
other information we have available.
SIM Card Utility: Import individual SIM
cards into your case. Read and create
copies of suspect SIM cards so you can
safely perform forensic analysis on the cards
and the phones.
Investigator Portal: All DART customers
receive a one year subscription to the
Investigator portal. The Investigator portal is
a great online tool for digital forensic info.

Contact the Forensic Store (www.forensicstore.com) at 727-214-1609 ext 205 or
sales@forensicstore.com to order yours today!

Our ART and Loader Tool have been added to give DART PRO Version 3.0 even greater
capability!
Android Ripping Tool Features:

DART Loader Tool Features:

Have an Android device that you need to add to your analysis?

A fast and portable triage and sorting tool, LOADER gives the
field investigator a single interface tool to quickly import a
logical extraction in the field and determine the need to take the
extraction further. LOADER has a severity coded watchlist that
will show an immediate watchlist hit, or shared data with other
reports loaded on the tool.

HTCI has developed the Android Ripping Tool (ART) for fast
and easy extraction of data from your Android device. ART is a
PC application that runs right from the desktop to your Android
device, and saves the information to a user-defined folder on
your PC. Specifically designed for use with the Data Analysis
Reporting Tool (DART), the extracted data can then be easily
imported into DART. ART can also be used with other
applications that support XML imports.
Standalone product: ART is a standalone application that
runs with administrator privileges from PC. ART requires that
an Android phone is connected to the computer in debugging
mode, and proper drivers are installed on the PC for the phone
being extracted. Nothing needs to be put on the phone prior to
extraction.

LOADER data can be exported directly into the Data Analysis
Reporting Tool quickly and easily. Data can also be uploaded
to any other applications that support XML imports.
Standalone product: LOADER is a standalone product that
can be installed on a tablet or a MDT in the field where a full
DART installation is not needed. LOADER can provide a fast
and easy means of collecting data in the field.

Simple Interface: ART’s interface allows entered case and
investigator information to be saved in the program. This case
data becomes part of the XML files generated with the ART.

Watchlist: LOADER can be pre-configured with a severity
coded watchlist and normalized phone numbers so that any
supported extractions loaded into the tool will show an
immediate watchlist hit, or shared data with other reports
loaded on the tool.

Additional App Install: ART can push install other
applications onto the phone if desired.

Simple Interface: LOADER’s clean and simple interface
allows for quick learning and use of the tool.

XML Output: ART creates an XML file and folder structure that
is designed to be imported into DART for analysis. The data
can then be imported into other applications that support XML
data.

XML Output: LOADER creates an XML file and folder
structure that is designed to be imported into DART for
analysis. The data can then be imported into other applications
that support XML data.

PRICED FOR YOUR BUDGET

DART Pro v3.0 costs a fraction of what you’ve probably paid for analyst tools in the past, and provides
significantly increased functionality. By being able to combine your reports into one tool, you’ll save
resources, time, and money. Compliment your DART software with a field data collection kit: A heavy
duty canvas roll bag, containing a SIM card reader and 5 blank SIMs, a Faraday isolation bag, three USB
thumb drives - one containing the DART software installer, one Operator Tool Kit USB, USB cables for
microUSB, MiniUSB, iPhone4, and iPhone 5, tweezers, a 4-port USB hub, screwdriver, and four small
storage boxes for SIMs, SD cards, or other small items.
The most Impressive Cell phone report analysis tool EVER can be yours for only:

$1299.00

*Includes one year support and maintenance, this means that you can upgrade to the latest version at any time during your one year
and we are always here to help! Yearly maintenance after the 1st year is only $399.

By combining the impressive analysis of DART with the powerful
extraction ability of the Oxygen Extractor, we have created the most
COMPLETE Cell Phone Solution Tool EVER!
Features:
Support for over 9,000 phones, including
Chinese Devices
Android, Apple, Blackberry, Symbian,
Windows 8, Windows 5/6, Chinese (MTK)
Seamless importing into DART for full
analytics and reporting
SIM Card support
Includes HTCI Android Ripping Tool (ART)
Contact the Forensic Store (www.forensicstore.com) at 727-214-1609 ext 205 or
sales@forensicstore.com to order yours today!
The most Impressive Cell phone report analysis tool EVER, with the Oxygen Extractor,
can be yours for only:

$1899.00

*Includes one year support and maintenance, this means that you can upgrade to the latest version at any time during your one year
and we are always here to help! Yearly maintenance after the 1st year is only $998.

